
Employees (Succession Planning) 

Succession planning is somewhat synonyms with top leadership structure such as CEO, CFO or even 

the Chairman. And from an entrepreneur’s perspective; it is usually a case of which of his or her 

children will the entrepreneur hand over ownership and the task of running the business going 

forward. 

But succession planning should incorporate not only leadership but all vital managerial positions 

within the entire company; and that entails incorporating all your employees into your succession 

plan. Now that might sound like a laborious and tedious task but I assure you if done correctly is 

relatively simple and worth the effort.  

In essence; succession planning is the process of identifying an individual within the ranks to train 

and prep in order to take over the role of leading the organisation going forward. The operative 

words being training and preparing; because it is not much of a succession plan if the individual is 

not coached prior to taking over the role.   

But as much as individuals must be identified within and for the top bras; the same must be done for 

middle and lower management. Why, because time and time again chaos ensues in departments 

whenever a manager or HOD leaves to work elsewhere. And it is not because a new head was not 

appointed but rather because either the new head was not prepped or because an outside 

replacement was sourced.  

Now much has been debated over which system works best as so to finding a replacement; either 

from within the organisation or hiring externally. Granted that every situation is different and 

individuals are different and their approach is different which yields different results but as a general 

wiser solution; promoting from within the company usually works out better. Because the individual 

understands the culture of the company and the way things are done or more importantly how you 

the owner want things done.  

Individuals that are brought in on a leadership role have a propensity of thinking they know it all and 

always have that “THIS IS HOW WE USED TO DO IT AT MY PREVIOUS EMPLOYMENT” and not to 

mention the chip they carry on their shoulder. Whereas an employee who has come through the 

ranks will be loyal and work their socks off because of the appreciation of being given the 

opportunity to lead. 

Therefore put in place a succession plan for all vital managerial positions and that begins by being 

alert to those that show leadership qualities. Thereafter begin the process of training and coaching 

them for the time when you will need to slot them in.  
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